SUGGESTED WALKING ROUTES – SECTION 2

SUN PLAN

SECTION 2 – LEAVEY CENTER BALLROOM
- Facing the stage, exit Healy Lawn to the right
- Follow the walking path past Copley Hall (Copley Hall will be on the left)
- Veer left at the end of the path and walk through Red Square, making a left under the arch.
- Continue following the path, making a left at the end (near the garage entrance).
- Almost immediately, make a right into Leavey and take the stairs up to the “Main Floor.”
- Make a left on the “Main Floor” level, following the hallway that will lead you directly to the Ballroom.

SECTION 2- Alternate Route:
- Facing the stage, exit Healy Lawn to the right
- Follow the road located at the right of Healy Hall to the Davis Theatre
- Make a right at Davis Road (in front of the Davis Performing Arts Theatre)
- Follow the road until you get to a stairwell on your left that leads down to the Jesuit cemetery. Take the stairs to a sidewalk that will lead you to the front doors of Regents Hall on your right (glass face, close to the edge of Tondorf road)
- Take the stairs all the way to the top, going straight through the glass doors at the top.
- Once inside Leavey, make a left and follow the hallway that will lead you directly to the ballroom

Accessible
- Facing the stage, exit Healy Lawn to the right
- Follow the walking path past Copley Hall (Copley Hall will be on the left)
- Veer left at the end of the path and walk through Red Square, making a left under the arch
- Continue following the path, making a left at the end (near the garage entrance)
- Turn right into Regents Hall and take the elevator up to Level 4, turn right
- Once inside Leavey, make a left and follow the hallway that will lead you directly to the ballroom

RAIN PLAN

SECTION 2 – LEAVEY CENTER BALLROOM
- Exiting through the front doors of McDonough Arena tent, turn left and then turn left again
- Continue walking up the hill past the football field (field will be on the right)
- Turn right just passed the football field, make a right and then make a left into Hariri.
- Follow the signs to the Ballroom (third floor)

Accessible
- Guests should take one of the shuttles located outside McDonough Pavilion
- The shuttles will drop guests off at the east entrance to the Leavey Conference Center
- From there, guests should continue down the path, making a right into Regents Hall
- Take the elevator up to Level 4, turn right, make a left after going through the glass doors and follow the hallway to the Ballroom.

HYBRID PLAN
(Main Ceremony follows sun plan; Diploma Distribution sites follow rain plan)

SECTION 2 – LEAVEY CENTER BALLROOM (SAME AS WALKING DIRECTIONS FOR SUN PLAN)

- Facing the stage, exit Healy Lawn to the right
- Follow the walking path past Copley Hall (Copley Hall will be on the left)
- Veer left at the end of the path and walk through Red Square, making a left under the arch.
- Continue following the path, making a left at the end (near the garage entrance).
- Almost immediately, make a right into Leavey and take the stairs up to the “Main Floor.”
- Make a left on the “Main Floor” level, following the hallway that will lead you directly to the Ballroom.

Accessible
- Guests should take one of the shuttles located outside McDonough Pavilion
- The shuttles will drop guests off at the east entrance to the Leavey Conference Center
- From there, guests should continue down the path, making a right into Regents Hall
- Take the elevator up to Level 4, turn right, make a left after going through the glass doors and follow the hallway to the Ballroom.